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Pellon’s new range of filling tables for automatic feeding

Pellon has redesigned its filling table range, which will be divided into two separate lines going forward.

Pellon Module HD filling tables

As cattle farms grow and the amount of feed required increases, there is greater demand for larger and more robust feed straw filling devices for the automatic feeding of cows. Filling tables also need to work with larger loading
machinery, such as wheel loaders. In response, Pellon has developed the new Module HD range, which is in a class of
its own when it comes to capacity and ruggedness. The range includes three sizes of filling table ranging from 32 to
50 cubic metres. The internal width of the loading space is 270 cm, allowing the filling table to be loaded using large
loading machinery. The reliability of the new filling table is also greater than ever before. The conveyor is driven using
sturdy zinc-coated roller chains that run inside closed channels to ensure they do not come into contact with the feed
straw.

Pellon Module Pro filling tables

The new Module Pro range varies in capacity from 17 to 27 cubic metres. They range in length from 6.25 to 10 metres. Module Pro devices are simpler than their predecessors, which gives them a longer service life. As in the larger
Module HD range, the conveyor chains are zinc-coated roller chains that are protected inside closed channels. Another advantage of using a roller chain is that there is no limit to how far the conveyor can be reversed, allowing the
filling table to be filled entirely at any time. The conveyor’s scrapers travel along slides made out of recycled plastic.
The conveyors of the new filling tables use two chains instead of the four used in previous models. Using two chains
ensures that the chains are loaded evenly and the device is more reliable. The closed-bottom design of the filling table makes it easier to keep the feed room tidy, allowing for water and silage effluent to be drained cleanly to one point
on the feed room floor. Module Pro filling tables can be equipped with the Pellon Silage Ripper or Twin Ripper.
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